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the sole member of section Plateilema. The latter was maintained as a genus by subse-

quent workers (eg.Rydberg 1914), and I intend to accept its generic status in my forth-

coming treatment of the Helenieae for Mexico (Turner 1 999, in prep.).

The single species concerned, Plateilema palmeri (A. Gray) Cockerel!, acaulescent

perennial herb superficially resembling Gaillardia comosa A.Gray has been largely ig-

nored by most phyletic workers (eg. Bierner and Jansen 1 998), presumably because it is

represented in herbaria by relatively few collections, mostly type material, the latter ob-

tained from near 5altillo,Coahuila, Mexico. Indeed, prior to the present report, in addition

to the type, the species was known by only a few skimpy collections from the Ocampo
region of central Coahuila.

States, 200 kilometers or more from the previously known collections (Fig. 1 ), as follows:
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Henry T Fletcher (1884-1955) was a remarkable man in the Brewster County region,

serving his community in many ways:Vice President of the State National bank in Alpine,

RotaryClubGovernor,ownerand manager of the Fletcher Cattle Company,to name but

a few of his enterprises (Casey 1976). He was also an excellent collector and keen ob-

server of range land plants,as attested to by his rarely cited but excellent publication for

the times, Vegetation of the Green Valley Region (Fletcher 1 928), a 40 km; of rolling plains

the collections on file at SRSC, I calculate that he assembled and placed on deposit at

that institution five thousand or more plant specimens. And his are not fragmentary

collections as often collected by non botanists, rather they are neatly pressed, solidly

mounted and in th> I t
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i n short, Fletcher

collections served as the founding core of the SRSCherbarium, this subsequently built

upon by the late Barton H.Warnock (Turner 1998).

Both of the above specimens were said to have been collected on the same date,

but possess very different collection numbers (2/9and 884),suggesting that the collec-
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